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Success Criteria
Year 3

• I can hold a yoga pose with some strength and control.

• I can hold simple yoga poses with a sense of balance.

Year 4

• I can hold yoga poses with a sense of balance.

• I can hold a yoga pose with strength and control.

Handy Hints
Move in time with your breath.

YEAR 3/4

Yoga
Lesson 1

Learning Objective
To develop an understanding of yoga.

To develop flexibility in the sun salutation flow.

https://www.getset4pe.co.uk/
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Equipment
Cones - yellow x 5

Yoga Mat x 30

Breathe Audio

Sun Salutation Story Document
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Warm Up and Introduction
10 Mins

Teacher note: it creates a nice environment for the pupils to have music playing whilst they are creating flows or completing skill development activities. 'Breathe' is a good track for pupils to
use whilst completing mindful breath activities.

 
What is Yoga?
Place the mats in a circle formation. Ask the pupils to begin in a good sitting pose.

Legs crossed, back straight, hands res�ng on knees with palms facing upwards. Touch the index finger and thumb together.

Begin by asking the pupils if they know what yoga is and listen to some of their thoughts.

Explain that Yoga is exercise for the mind, body and our breath, it makes us feel good. Tell the pupils that 'namaste' is a word often used in yoga. Namaste is how we say hello and goodbye, and how we thank

each other for a wonderful yoga class. Place the hands together, palm to palm, in the centre of the chest and bow your head to the pupils for them to copy and say 'namaste.'

 

 

Can I listen?
Ask the pupils to stand in a space. They begin by listening to the instruc�ons and comple�ng the ac�ons to match:

Jog - jog around in space

Stop - stop and stand s�ll

Jump - jump around the teaching space using two footed jumps

Side step - side step around the teaching area, changing the leading leg every few steps

Encourage the pupils to listen carefully and focus on the instruc�ons. 
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Ask them to move into space with quality and control in their ac�ons.

Make this harder by swapping the meaning of the instruc�ons: 

Jog means stop, stop means jog, jump means side step and side step means jump.
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Skill Development
30 Mins

Let's stretch:
Ask the pupils to stand on their mat and complete the following:

A Begin curled up like a small seed with their chin

to their chest, then gradually grow as tall as a tree.

Repeat this action a few times.

Let your head be the last body part to uncurl.

Make this movement fluid like the ocean.

 B Stretch wide, reaching far with one hand and then

the other like a big star.

Entend all the way from one fingertip to the other, growing and

stretching across the chest.

 C Roll their shoulders forwards then backwards.

Make the circles bigger with each rotation.

D Make circles with their arms forwards then

backwards.

Make this harder by alternating one arm forwards and one arm

backwards.

 E Look to the ceiling and to the floor.

Relax your shoulders away from your ears.

Breathe and focus: 
Ask the pupils to sit in good sitting pose. Everyone takes a big breath in raising their shoulders up to their ears as they do so. On the sigh out of their mouth, allow the shoulders to drop back down.

Repeat three times.

Completely fill your lungs as much as you can and then completely empty them on the outbreath.

Ask the pupils to try to connect the movement with the breath.
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Sun salutation: 
Place a few yellow cones at the front of the room and tell the pupils that these represent the sun.

Teacher note: using more than one cone will allow the pupils to focus with good body alignment.

Talk about how the sun makes them feel; happy, warm, joyful etc. Explain that you are going to perform a sequence to say hello to the sun and it will all be based in a desert. The sequence is: mountain pose -

back bend - forwar fold - lunge - plank pose - cobra pose - down dog - lunge - forward fold - back bend - mountain pose.

 

A Show the pupils the different poses that will be used

in the strory and give them a chance to go through them.

Stay strong and grounded in each pose.

Hold each of the poses for three breaths.

 B Read the Sun Saluta�on story. Get the pupils to create

the poses as the story is told. Repeat the flow a few �mes.

 C Challenge the pupils to complete each of the poses

for four breaths.

Can the pupils move in �me with their breath?

Make this harder by asking the pupils to complete each pose for

three breaths, then two breaths and finally one breath.

 

Mindfulness, body scan:

Ask the pupils to lie down on their backs. Ask them to close their eyes and take three big slow breaths in and out that last for three counts each. 

Ask them to stay in this posi�on while they do a mental body scan. Tell the pupils to focus on relaxing their toes and ankles, then their knees and legs. Relax their tummies and their chest, their

shoulders and their arms. Can they relax their face and whole body lying really s�ll?

Encourage the pupils to lie s�ll with their eyes closed.

Tell the pupils that when their mind starts to wander, try to regain focus again by concentra�ng on their breath.
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Plenary
5 Mins

Sitting in good 'sitting position' ask the pupils to put their hands together in prayer. Say all together 'namaste.'

Ask the pupils how yoga made them feel.

Were they able to focus on their body scan or did their mind begin to wander? 

Which poses made their muscles really stretch?


